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On a journey…

Continued from previous issue…
By Susan Griffith-Jones, Exclusive

The classic boat tour downstream to
see the giant Buddha from a frontal
view is impressive to say the least,
whereas on land, a grotto-like road
leads to his head. A stream of people is flowing down the tiny staircase to his feet, the toes of which
are nearly the height of a human
being. Many are here on pilgrimage, lighting incense sticks, sitting
with prayer books and meditating.
But I have a violent stomach pain
from eating chunks of a pineapple, a phenomenon I thought I was
clear of now, but this fruit I adore
grips me once again and nausea
prevails. I sit at the feet of the Buddha and contemplate the nature
of suffering.
Again we’re at a crossroads; we
could fleet off to the Eastern realms
of China as originally planned, take
a cruise along the Yangtse River towards Shanghai, visit the 3 Gorges
Dam and go to the National park
at Zhangjiajie, which we’ve already forsaken for this journey
to Chengdu, but we’re now a bit
hooked on the idea of going deeper
into Sichuan province, of taking ‘a
back way’ route through the mountains into Yunnan province, whose
plethora of different ethnic groups
and diverse cultures make it one of
the most interesting areas of China.
And we’ll scratch the borders of Tibet’s easternmost region of Kham
lying outside of the TAR (Tibetan
Autonomous Region) so we won’t
require the special permit.
Outside of Chengdu, the bus
drives for miles on a road leading
up and up through deep valleys
lined with bamboo and forested
slopes, the natural habitat of pandas. Above us, a new highway
sits partially finished on stilted
concrete pillars, massive half finished bridges span wide valleys,
and dams create long reservoirs of
lakes behind their huge walls. The
construction work is mighty, man
conquering nature, so to speak, but
‘Gain something, Lose something’
and I wonder why such a prestigious access to the most remote

parts of the world merits such
enormous effort and cost. I suppose
that this largest of manufacturers
needs a steady supply of raw materials and I am guessing that much
of that comes from the Tibetan
plateau, whose earthly treasures
were never touched by the Tibetan
people, restrained as they were
by fear and respect of retribution
from ‘Naga Beings’, if done without
proper consent.

picture of the hotel on our booking confirmation with the Chinese
characters on the doorways of all
the little hostels and hotels in this
newly developed region. Finally a
friendly receptionist at a nearby
hotel calls the phone number for us
and the place turns out to be inside
a residential apartment building,
with neither sign, nor picture on
the door. It’s all so charming, but
so very new!

Front view of Giant Buddha at the Le Shan, near Chengdu, Sichuan
Province, China

The road leads through Kanding, a huge town close to Gongga
mountain, the tallest in China at
7556m and home to the huge Hailuogou glacier. Unknowingly, I’ve
booked us into somewhere in its
New Town that’s around 10km further on from the bus station, a newly constructed addendum to Kanding proper that looks like it’s been
transported straight out of Switzerland. Fruit trees in full bloom
line brand new streets, their pink
blossoms matching the colours on
the new semi high rise apartment
buildings that have traditional Tibetan designs on them. A huge circle of Tibetans are out in the main
square, dancing, their chubas swaying to a Tibetan-dance music mix
that is beauty and uplifting, creating a welcoming feeling. But to find
the hotel is not as simple. Google
Maps has stuck a pinpoint in the
middle of nowhere and the only
thing we have to go by is matching the Chinese characters on the
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We want to go to the glacier and
from internet information, conclude that there are various ways
of getting there, walking up it
and around the mountain too, but
which place do we have to get to, to
start and is it possible to stay there?
After eating and wandering around
Kanding Old Town where there’s
an odd mix of Chinese and Tibetan
cultures absolutely packed on top of
each other so that they’ve become
intertwined, we head to a hostel located up a steep little path behind
the town that’s highly recommended by Westerners as ‘having plenty
of information’ about the area. The
tours they are offering are expensive; there’s a lake, which is ‘magical and mystical’, a cable car ride
up to a monastery on the other
side of this valley and the glacier,
a huge expedition that will require
some days. Plus the weather is dull
and the forecast, bleak, making us
less motivated.
The American guy who owns the
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place tells us about some nice hikes
‘Up there’, pointing to the other
side of the valley, and shows us photos on his phone of stunning valleys
with a blue sky backdrop. Later,
from the quiet of a picturesque
monastery at the top of a pathway
running through dense forests,
we can see across the whole valley drenched in clouded mountain
tops, Kanding New Town to one
end, and the Old Town sprawled
throughout the valley like magma
from a volcano filling it up, bulging
to the seams with high rises, growing as construction flows on and
we’re glad we’ve decided to leave
to another valley of ‘outstanding
beauty’, a journey of around 7-8
hours by bus from here, on the road
that leads to Yunnan province. We
check it out online. It’s a sacred
pilgrimage site for Tibetans, who
make a kora (circumambulation) of
the three mountains there that represent 3 Bodhisattvas – elevated beings of ‘Wisdom’, ‘Compassion’ and
‘Skillful Power’. Of course this type
of veneration is not literal and idolatry, but a way to access one’s own
inner qualities through performing
outer action.
The bus ride to Daocheng the
next morning takes us across several passes of 4000m and more.
Here amidst stunning backdrops
of rocky gorges, the Tibetan culture prevails; small villages of
breathtaking beauty made up of
groups of large rectangular houses
splashed with red, white and black
paint and yaks penned in adjacent,
line the road, appearing ‘just like
that’ in valleys that seem to come
out of nowhere and then disappear
again into the bleakness of another
plateau-like vastness, dusted with
snow at the top, winding up and

over and down again, on and on.
I have slight altitude sickness and
feel out of breath when I get out of
the bus to grab some provisions and
water from the cafeteria we stop at
for lunch. Hawkers surround the
bus at Daocheng, tempting us into
their minivans to reach the national park at Yading Valley and off
we go, making a spontaneous decision to leave that afternoon rather
than the next morning. That night,
we’re tucked up in a room nearby
the entrance to the park. There are
electric blankets on the beds here
and I don my coat when going out
to dinner.
The next morning, our hearts
sink at the pattering of rain in the
courtyard outside, but we continue.
The breakfast deal in the hotel next
door offers a salty porridge and
eggs that we grab before catching
the bus up the serpentine road to
the entrance to the park lying at
4000m. Then something incredible
happens, the rain is no longer rain,
but snow and on we go, higher and
higher, snow falling all around and
we wonder what the day will hold.
Five kilometres into the first valley, we reach a point where there
should be meadows, flowers and
high peaks looming above. But all
we can see is a white vastness out
of which emerge hints of shadows
of mountains so tall that we can’t
fathom their tops. This is the last
thing we were expecting to see
here, but the majesty and pristine quality of snow has its own
power. What is ‘beauty’! I muse, as
my feet crunch in the snow and I
paint the expected colours onto the
blank canvas.
To be continued...
Susan’s website may be
found at www.pyramidkey.com
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